CITY OF LYTLE – DEPT. OF POLICE
“A CITY ON THE GROW”
P.O. BOX 743 / 14916 MAIN ST.
LYTLE, TX. 78052
PHONE: 830-709-3692 & FAX: 830-772-3473
RICHARD “RICHEY” PRIEST – CHIEF OF POLICE
www.lytletx.org/police * lytlepd@sbcglobal.net

WEEKLY REPORT

August 29, 2011 through September 4, 2011

08/29/11

1:10 am Ofc. Guzman/Sgt. Gamez- Assisted Medina Co. S.O. with a suspicious person at the Rest Area on IH 35.

7:00 am Ofc. Guzman- Report of an open door in the 15100 blk. of Houston Street.

2:20 pm Lt. Dear- Report of a criminal mischief at Willey’s Auto. Unknown person(s) broke out several windows to a vehicle.

1:25 pm LPDCA- Assisted with unlocking a vehicle At Bill Millers.

4:30 pm Lt. Dear- Complainant reported an internet fraud/theft at the PD.

9:45 pm Ofc. Hanson- Report of a possible intoxicated driver in the 18700 blk. of N. Prairie Street resulted in the arrest of Isidro Valadez (58 y/o) for DWI-First.

08/30/11


3:50 pm Capt. Reyes/Chief Priest- Report of a minor accident at H-E-B.

4:10 pm Capt. Reyes- Talk to Officer in the 18300 blk. of Live Oak Street in reference to a civil matter.

7:55 pm Ofc. Hanson- Talk to Officer at the PD in reference to a vehicle burglary. The complainant was refereed to Atascosa Co. S.O. due to jurisdiction.
08/31/11

2:08 am  Ofc. Hanson- Alarm call at Exxon.
2:17 am  Ofc. Hanson- Officer conducted a field contact on a suspicious male in the 15000 blk. of Main Street.
4:20 pm  Ofc. Guzman/Capt. Reyes/Chief Priest- Assisted DPS with a major accident on FM 2790 East at Allen Ave.

09/01/11

4:20 pm  Ofc. Guzman- Report of a shoplifter at HEB resulted in the arrest of Norma Rodriguez (44 y/o) for Theft <$50. She was cited and released.
4:54 pm  Ofc. Guzman- Assisted Atascosa Co. EMS in the 15400 blk. of Hester Street.
4:54 pm  Ofc. Guzman- Assisted with unlocking a vehicle at the High School.
9:40 pm  Ofc. Petrash/Ofc. Guzman- Assisted Atascosa Co. EMS in the 16000 blk. of White Cap Drive.
10:15 pm  Ofc. Petrash- Officer located a disturbance in the parking lot of HEB while on patrol. All was verbal and subjects were released.

09/02/11

5:12 pm  Ofc. Petrash- Report of phone harassment in the 15400 blk. of Houston Street.
7:10 pm  Ofc. Petrash- Talk to Officer at the PD in reference to a disturbance that occurred in Bexar County.
8:02 pm  Ofc. Hanson- Alarm call at Chucks Auto.

9:16 pm  Ofc. Petrash- Talk to Officer via phone in reference to child custody.

9:18 pm  Ofc. Petrash- Report of a disturbance at the Lytle Apts. outside building 300. Officer arrived but was unable to locate anything.

10:10 pm  Ofc. Hanson- Assisted with unlocking a vehicle at Bill Millers.

**09/03/11**

8:27 am  Ofc. Torres- Request for extra patrols in the 15000 blk. of Main Street.

9:35 am  Sr. Ofc. Robison/Ofc. Torres- Talk to Officer at HEB in reference to a civil matter.

10:42 am  Ofc. Torres/Sr. Ofc. Robison- Officers assisted with a funeral escort on Main Street at McDonalds Street.


11:45 am  Lt. Dear/Chief Priest- Report of an improperly parked vehicle at HEB.

4:27 pm  Ofc. Torres- Talk to Officer via phone in reference to attempting to locate family members.

5:47 pm  Sgt. Gamez- Report of a criminal mischief at HEB. The complainant was refereed to Bexar Co. S.O. due to jurisdiction of the offense location.

7:50 pm  Sgt. Gamez- Traffic stop on Main Street at Prairie Street resulted in the arrest of Ricardo Rubalcava (26 y/o) for DWI-First.


**09/04/11**


4:42 am  Ofc. Hanson- Report of a possible intoxicated driver on IH 35.

9:30 am  Lt. Dear/Ofc. Lopez - Report of a minor accident at HEB.

9:45 am  Ofc. Lopez - Alarm call in the 20100 blk. of Kingston Court.

10:00 am Ofc. Lopez - Report of terroristic threats in the 15100 blk. of Magnolia Street. The complainant was referred to SAPD due to jurisdiction.

11:10 am Lt. Dear - Talk to Officer in reference to a civil matter.

12:00 pm Ofc. Lopez - Report of a minor accident at HEB.

3:00 pm Lt. Dear – Complainant came into the PD to turn in some property found on TX. Hwy 132.

4:14 pm Ofc. Guzman / Lt. Dear – Dispatched to the intersection of Florence Street and Hester Street for a reported Damage to a vehicle by a falling tree limb.

7:14 pm Ofc. Guzman / Sgt. Gamez – Officers conducted a field contact on two juveniles at the Lytle Primary School.

7:20 pm Ofc. Guzman / Sgt. Gamez – Dispatched to the 15000 blk. of Mesquite Street for a reported open front door to a residence. Officers arrived and checked the residence all was fine and the door was secured.

11:03 pm Ofc. Hanson / Ofc. Guzman – Dispatched to the 19200 blk. of N. Prairie Street for a reported suspicious person.

11:36 pm Ofc. Hanson / Ofc. Guzman / Sgt. Gamez – A traffic stop in the 63000 block of TX Hwy 132 resulted in the arrest of Dana Brown (58 y/o) for having an active Atascosa County Warrant for an original charge of Theft $1,500 - $20,000.